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MF25.1 PLUS Reach In Blast Chiller & Shock Freezer

Model ID: MF25.1 PLUS
 

Expand your menu, maximise food quality, increase shelf life and reduce waste with Irinox, the leading global

brand in food preservation. Irinox blast chillers and freezers are essential for food safety.

 

  

CATEGORY

Blast Chillers

 

SERIES

Irinox Series

 

REFRIGERATION TYPE

Multi-Fresh Blast & Shock Freezer

   

    

 

DIMENSIONS

790 W x 771 D x 870 H (mm)

 

TEMPERATURE RANGE

+90°C to +3°C or +90°C to -18°C

 

GROSS VOLUME

N/A Litres

 

FLOOR AREA

m2
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  MF25.1 PLUS Reach In Blast Chiller & Shock Freezer

Product Code: MF25.1 PLUS

 
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Save 30% on staff costs,

reduce overtime and manage

market demand and peak

periods in advance

Organise production days or

weeks in advance and have

food on demand when you

need it

Preserve maximum food

quality and maintain flavour

and consistency

Careful management of cold

chain to maintain freshness

and ensure food safety

Increase shelf life by

preserving food for three

times as long

Prepare food quicker, you can

blast chill and shock freeze

straight from the oven or

stove

Reduce food costs by buying

raw materials in season, in

bulk, and at the best price

Reduces waste so you can

plan purchasing and increase

freshenss in preserved food

and partially finised products

PERFORMANCE

Noise Rating Decibel db(A):

N/A

Current draw (Amps): 6.5

OPTIONS

Additional core probe (for left

hinged door)

Additional core probe (for

right hinged door)

Additional pair of guides

Adjustable low feet

Box for remote condensing

unit (RU version)

Castors with brake (2 with

brake and 2 without) H = 98

mm Machine height H = 888

mm

Ethernet Board

Frame support

Low temperature kit (RU

version)

Right opening (hinges on the

right)

Sous-vide core probe

Wi-fi MyA 2019

With plinth
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